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My Brother Ty
One day Nick and Nate were playing in their backyard. Nick says to Nate, "I want you to meet my friend, Mike the Monster." Nate looks at his brother with amazement; "MONSTER! I don't think so!" Nick says, "you'll love him. He plays baseball like us and can do cool tricks on his bike." Nate says, "OK, let's go."
Nick takes his brother to Monster's cave. Unfortunately, Monster isn't home, but Nate notices Monster's brand new red, BMX, first edition, 300D sitting in the corner. Nate walks in the cave and picks up Monster's very cool bike and starts to ride it around.
Nate rides Monster's bike into the back of the cave and disappears... Nick screamsAAAAA! He runs toward the wall and notices a portal!
Nick enters the portal and finds his shocked brother on Monster's bike in a mysterious Monster World!
It didn’t take long for the Monsters to notice the only humans in their world and thought Nick and Nate were invading the monster’s land.
The Monsters started chasing the brothers around the land. Nick jumped on the back of the BMX 3000 and Nate takes off.
We need to hide!
Nick tells Nate, "we need to find a place to hide out."
Nick says, "we need to make a plan to get home." As they thought about what to do, Nate heard a sound at the mouth of the cave. Outlined in the shadow was big, scary monster! Nate screams AHHHH! Monster says "why did you steal my bike?" Nate says "I'm sorry I just wanted to ride it and accidentally rode through the portal and we don't know how to get back home."
"It's OK" says monster. "I'll show you" but before they could leave a mob of Monsters entered the cave!
That's my Family!
"Those are the scary Monsters chasing us" said Nate! Monster says "I know who they are! That's just my family and friends. Why are you chasing them?" asked Monster.
The Monster's family and friends explained they recognized his new red first edition BMX 3000 and wanted to find out why the boys stole it and where Monster went.
Baseball Time!
Monster explained that he was collecting baseball gear in Nick and Nate's world to play a game when the boys came to visit.

"Nate didn't steal my bike. He was just test driving it when he found the portal. There's a portal in this cave too. Anyone want to play baseball in Nick and Nate's backyard?" Monster said. "Sure!" said everyone. So they all went back to Nick and Nate's world to play.